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Abstract
We introduce Large Scale Asset Purchases (LSAPs) in a New-Keynesian
DSGE model that features distinct mortgage and corporate loan markets.
We show that following a significant disruption of financial intermediation,
central-bank purchases of mortgage-backed securities (MBS) are uniformly
less eﬀective at easing credit market conditions and stabilizing economic activ-
ity than outright purchases of corporate bonds. Moreover, the size of the ef-
fects crucially depends on the extent to which credit markets are segmented,
i.e. to which a "portfolio balance channel" is at work in the economy. More
segmented credit markets imply larger, but more local eﬀects of particular as-
set purchases. With strongly segmented credit markets, large scale purchases
of MBS are useful to stabilize the housing market but do little to mitigate the
contractionary eﬀect of the crisis on employment and output.
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1 Introduction
The recent financial crisis started with the burst of the housing bubble and the
collapse in the value of mortgage-related securities. Large financial institutions,
which were holding significant amounts of those securities, experienced a severe de-
terioration of their balance sheet, leading them to fire-sell assets and to drastically
reduce the amounts of loans distributed to households and firms. Both this delever-
aging process and the erosion of confidence in the solidity of the banking system
led to sharp increases in long-term interest rates and credit spreads. Central banks
in many countries quickly faced the unprecedented situation of having their main
policy instrument — the overnight interest rate — stuck at the zero lower bound while
excess returns were still rising and the economic activity was contracting. As a res-
ult, major central banks around the world implemented a series of unconventional
monetary policy measures designed to ease the functioning of credit markets and
to reduce credit spreads. Large Scale Asset Purchases (LSAP) programs initiated
by the Fed have probably been the most spectacular and most widely discussed of
those policies, raising lengthy discussions among the general public and stimulating
a vigorous debate among academic researchers.
As emphasized by Woodford (2012), for LSAP programs to work, it must either
be the case that (i) securities with identical risk and return characteristics have
additional features that make them imperfectly substitutable from the viewpoint
of investors (such as liquidity providing services), or (ii) there are limits to the
quantities of assets that some investors can buy at prevailing market prices, i.e.
some investors are submitted to binding constraints.
Building on these considerations, a growing recent literature has started to de-
velop suitable frameworks to analyze the qualitative and quantitative eﬀects of
LSAPs within dynamic macroeconomic models with financial frictions (see in par-
ticular Chen et al. (2012), Cúrdia and Woodford (2010, 2011), Del Negro et al.
(2011), Gertler and Karadi (2011, 2013), He and Krishnamurthy (2012), and Willi-
amson (2012)).1 In these papers, LSAPs consist either in central bank purchases of
1Other relevant frameworks includes Brunnermeier and Sannikov (forthcoming) and Christiano
et al. (2013), even if these papers do not examine LSAPs.
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corporate bonds2, of long term Treasury bonds3, or of both.4
Yet, as far as we know, no existing studies have considered the possibility for
the central bank to buy mortgage-related securities. This is somewhat surprising
since the primary focus of the first round of LSAPs (often referred to as "QE1")
— by far the most important of all LSAP programs in terms of volume — has been
the acquisition of Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS): among the $1.75 trillion of
Fed’s purchases of long-term assets involved in QE1, $1.25 trillion involved MBS.
Besides, the most recent Fed’s operation (announced in September 2012 and im-
plemented since then) also includes additional purchases of MBS at a pace of $40
billions per month. Thus, from a theoretical perspective, understanding whether,
to what extent, and under which circumstances targeted purchases of MBS should
be expected to have similar eﬀects as equivalent purchases of corporate bonds is of
crucial importance. Actually, a recent controversy has emerged in academic debates
as to whether, and why, large scale purchases of MBS should be expected to have a
significant impact on the economy beyond their mere impact on the mortgage loan
market.5
The aim of this paper is to provide insights to these questions. We introduce
a housing sector and diﬀerentiated corporate and mortgage credit markets into the
New-Keynesian DSGEmodel with financial frictions proposed by Gertler and Karadi
(2011). In our framework, impatient households must obtain loans to increase their
housing stock, and entrepreneurs must borrow funds to finance their capital acquis-
ition. Credit intermediation activities are provided by banks, which collect deposits
from patient households and distribute loans to borrowing consumers and firms.
Yet, credit markets are segmented, in the sense that each bank is divided into two
branches specialized in mortgage and corporate lending. While bankers act in de-
positors’ interest, branch managers seek to maximize their own branch’s terminal
net worth in a context of imperfect information and agency problems.
As in Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010) and Gertler and Karadi (2011, 2013), the moral
2See e.g. Curdia and Woodford (2011), Del Negro et al. (2011), Gerter and Karadi (2011) and
Willamson (2012).
3See Chen et al. (2012).
4See Gertler and Karadi (2013).
5For example, while Bernanke repeatedly argued that large purchases of MBS should be expec-
ted to have a significant impact on all long-term interest rates (see e.g. Bernanke, 2012), Woodford
(2012) oﬀers convincing arguments why this might not necessarily be the case. Woodford (2012)
also challenges the view that LSAPs work through a channel diﬀerent than a mere "signaling eﬀect"
about the future path of the central bank’s target rate.
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hazard problem faced by bankers vis-à-vis their branch managers sets a limit on the
ability of those branches to raise funds and creates a wedge between the interest rate
on loans and the interest rate on deposits.6 Since the degree of financial frictions is
not necessarily the same in the two branches, the leverage ratios and loan returns
may also diﬀer. The extent to which bankers can reallocate equity capital between
branches along the business cycle to attenuate these diﬀerences in spreads reflects
the degree to which credit markets are segmented, and thus influences the extent to
which a "portfolio balance channel" is at work in the economy.
We calibrate our model to simulate a financial crisis by introducing a large exo-
genous "confidence shock" in the banking system. Our shock, materialized as an
abrupt, unexpected increase in the intensity of agency problems aﬀecting the rela-
tionship between bankers and managers, is meant to capture the distress in credit
intermediation activities that followed the burst of the housing bubble and the col-
lapse of major financial institutions such as Lehman Brothers. We show that this
large defiance shock in the banking system triggers an abrupt decline in housing
and capital asset prices, a decline in loans distributed to consumers and firms (as
branches start to deleverage), a significant increase in credit spreads (despite the
central bank cutting its target interest rate), and a sharp economic contraction
(with output, consumption, investment and hours worked all dropping down).
We analyze in this context the eﬀects of LSAPs provided by the central bank.
As in Gertler and Karadi (2011, 2013), LSAPs can be seen as central bank interme-
diation aiming at supplementing private intermediation: in the model, purchasing
securities (MBS or corporate bonds) is equivalent to providing additional loans to
households and entrepreneurs at current market conditions (with the diﬀerence that
the central bank is not balance-sheet constrained). We compare the eﬀectiveness of
two LSAPs programs of identical size: the first one consists in oﬀering loans to en-
trepreneurs, and the second one consists in providing loans to borrowing consumers.
Moreover, we conduct these experiments under two configurations regarding the de-
gree of credit market segmentation. In the first configuration, credit markets are
partially segmented (in the sense that impatient borrowers and entrepreneurs are
forced to borrow from their relative bank’s branch, so that there are two distinct
borrowing rates in the corporate and the mortgage loans markets, but bankers can
6See also Bernanke and Gertler (1989), Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997), Kiyotaki and Moore (1997)
and Bernanke et al. (1999) for earlier models relying on imperfect information problems in the
credit market to generate a financial accelerator.
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freely reallocate equity capital between branches). By contrast, in the second con-
figuration, credit markets are totally segmented (equity capital reallocation between
branches is no longer possible). As discussed later, the second configuration is meant
to capture the situation of complete disarray in financial market functioning that,
according to many authors, was prevalent during the 2007-2009 financial crisis (when
QE1 was implemented). Considering these two polar cases enables us to shed light
on the importance of the "portfolio balance channel" in the eﬀectiveness of LSAP
programs.
Our results show that LSAPs targeting the mortgage loan market are, in both
configurations, less eﬀective at mitigating the economic contraction generated by
the financial crisis than LSAPs targeting the market for corporate bonds. Yet, the
size of the stabilizing eﬀects crucially depends on the extent to which credit markets
are segmented. When credit market are partially segmented, large scale purchases
of MBS have almost identical eﬀects as equivalent size purchase of corporate bonds.
The moderate diﬀerence between the two programs comes from the fact that cor-
porate loan branches are, on average, less leveraged than mortgage loan branches
(i.e., corporate loan branches are submitted to a greater moral hazard problem than
mortgage loan branches at the steady state). Thus, compared to a situation without
intervention, the central bank’s purchases of corporate bonds free up slightly more
bank capital than equivalent purchases of mortgage securities. The portfolio bal-
ance channel then implies that part of this freed equity capital can be profitably
reinjected into the mortgage credit branch since, for each dollar of equity capital,
the higher leverage ratio implies that banks can expand loans by a greater amount
in the mortgage loan branch.
In the complete segmentation case, the absence of equity capital transfers implies
that the portfolio rebalance channel is not at work. Consequently, LSAPs targeting
a particular credit market have more "local" eﬀects: central-bank purchases of cor-
porate bonds have a stronger eﬀect on the corporate loan market but a weaker eﬀect
on the mortgage loan market (and conversely for central-bank purchases of MBS).
In this configuration, large scale MBS purchases are useful to stabilize the housing
market (decreasing the reallocation of houses units between patient and impatient
workers following the crisis) but are now much less eﬀective at stabilizing aggregate
employment and output than equivalent purchases of corporate bonds. The reason
is that, in the US, residential investment accounts for a significantly smaller share
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of GDP than non-residential investment (2.5% and 10.7%, respectively), and the
absence of any pass-through eﬀect of the central bank’s MBS purchases to other
credit markets implies that the overall eﬀect on economic activity is limited.7
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
model. Section 3 describes the calibration. Section 4 simulates the eﬀects of a fin-
ancial crisis by introducing a large confidence shock in the banking system. The
model is then used to analyze the transmission mechanisms of the central bank’s
large scale asset purchases, assuming either partial or total credit markets segment-
ation. Finally, Section 5 provides concluding comments.
2 The model
Our model is based on the canonical New-Keynesian model of Christiano et al.
(2005) and Smets and Wouters (2007), extended to incorporate imperfect financial
intermediation activities in line with Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010) and Gertler and
Karadi (2011). We introduce in this benchmark setup a housing sector, à la Iacoviello
(2005), and two types of credit activities: mortgage and corporate loans. The
economy is composed of three types of consumers: patient and impatient workers,
who derive utility from consumption of the non-durable final good and from housing
services, and entrepreneurs, who produce intermediate goods using capital and labor
and derive utility only from non-durable consumption. Patient workers are net
savers and save in the form of interest-bearing deposits. Impatient workers and
entrepreneurs are net borrowers, and must borrow part of the funds they need using
their housing stock and their capital stock, respectively, as collateral.
Banks act as intermediaries between savers and borrowers. They collect deposits
from patient workers and distribute loans to impatient workers and entrepreneurs.
Since loans are distributed on a collateral basis, which requires some expertise, banks
are divided into two branches specialized in corporate and mortgage loan activities.
As in Gertler and Kiyotaki (2010), a moral hazard problem between bankers and
7A by-product of this conclusion is that, from a theoretical perspective, analyzing the eﬀects of
LSAPs by abstracting from the mortgage market and assuming that the central bank purchases
corporate bonds instead of MBS (as done in the previous literature) is a correct approximation when
financial markets work normally. However, such modeling assumption may lead to substantially
biased results if financial markets are in complete disarray, as many argue was the case in the
2007-2009 crisis.
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loan branch managers will create a wedge between the interest rate on loans and
the interest rate on deposits.
The model also includes three types of firms: capital producing firms, which
repair the depreciated capital and build new one, retailers, which produce retail
goods using intermediate goods as inputs (acting in a monopolistically competitive
market with sticky prices), and final good producers. Firms are held by patient
workers who receive any profit in the form of dividends.
Finally, there is a government, which collects taxes and makes public spending,
and a central bank. The central bank conducts both conventional and unconven-
tional monetary policy (LSAPs) when the functioning of credit markets is severely
disrupted.
2.1 Patient workers
There is a continuum of identical patient workers of unit mass. Patient workers are
owners of banks and nonfinancial firms (capital producing firms and retail firms).
They consume, work, save and adjust their housing stock in order to maximize their
lifetime utility function. Saving is done in the form of interest-bearing deposits
at the bank. Let  be the representative patient worker’s consumption,  its
housing stock and  the number of hours supplied. The program solved by the
representative patient worker is:8
max
∞X
=0
()
"
ln(+ − +−1) +  (
+)1−
1−  −
¡+¢1+
1 + 
#
 (1)
subject to the budget constraint for any date  (expressed in real terms):
 + +  ( − −1) +   =   + −1 −1 +Π

 +Π (2)
where 0    1 is the subjective discount factor, 0    1 is a consumption habit
parameter, and     0 are other preferences parameters. In (2),  denotes the
period  bank deposits and bond holdings,   is the real wage for labor supplied
by savers,  is the real housing price,  = −1 the gross rate of inflation,
Π are nonfinancial firms’ redistributed profits, Π are the payouts received from
8Without loss of generality, we follow Woodford (2003) and consider the limit case in which the
transaction services provided by money are negligible, so that the economy becomes cashless.
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ownership of banks, and   are lump-sum taxes paid by savers. We assume that
bank deposits and the government debt are perfect substitutes, both paying the
same gross nominal return  from  to +1. Solving savers’ maximization problem
yields the following first-order conditions:
 = 1 − −1 − 

µ
1
+1 − 
¶
 (3)
 = 

 (
)− + Λ+1+1 (4)
  = () (5)
1 = Λ+1 +1  (6)
where  is the Lagrange multiplier associated with patient workers’ budget con-
straint, and Λ+1 ≡ +1 .
2.2 Impatient workers
There is also a continuum of identical "impatient" workers of unit mass, char-
acterized by a discount factor  which is smaller than that of patient workers:
    1 They consume, work and adjust their housing stock in order to
maximize lifetime utility. Denoting by  the representative impatient worker’s
consumption,  its housing stock and  the number of hours worked, the program
solved by the representative impatient worker is:
max
∞X
=0
()
"
ln(+ − +−1) +  (
+)1−
1−  −
¡+¢1+
1 + 
#
 (7)
with   0 Impatient workers’ choices must obey the intertemporal budget con-
straint
 +  ( − −1) + 
−1−1
 + 
 =   +   (8)
where   is impatient workers’ real wage and   are lump-sum taxes. In addition,
impatient workers have access to mortgage loan contracts oﬀered by banks.9 These
9Of course, mortgage loan contracts oﬀered to workers can be viewed as mortgage-related
securities from the viewpoint of bankers. In particular, to each loan amount  granted to impatient
workers is associated a quantity  of claims, backed by the housing stock of impatient workers,
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contracts stipulate that the loan amount  granted to borrowers at the gross nom-
inal interest rate  is constrained by the value of their collateral, defined as the
expected value of their housing stock at + 1. The borrowing constraint is
  ≤ +1+1 (9)
where 0    1 is the loan-to-value (LTV) ratio. As shown in Kiyotaki and
Moore (1997), such type of borrowing constraint can be endogenously derived from
a costly enforcement problem between bankers and borrowers. Impatient workers
thus maximize (7) subject to (8) and (9). The first-order conditions are:
 = 1 − −1 − 

µ
1
+1 − 
¶
 (10)
 = 


¡¢− + Λ+1+1 +
"
1− 
ÃΛ+1
+1
!#

  (11)
  = () (12)
where  is the Lagrange multiplier associated with impatient workers’ budget con-
straints, and Λ+1 = 1+11. In addition, it is easy to verify that the restriction
   implies that inequality (9) binds at optimum.
2.3 Entrepreneurs
There is a continuum of identical entrepreneurs of unit mass. Entrepreneurs pro-
duce and sell intermediate goods and use collected earnings to consume, aiming to
maximize their intertemporal utility function:
max
∞X
=0
() ln(+ − +−1) (13)
where  the subjective discount factor of entrepreneurs, satisfies     1
whose unit price is equal to the price of a unit of housing stock (so that  =   ) In the
remaining of the paper, we thus use the two terms of "mortgage loans" and "mortgage securities"
interchangeably. Although modelling the complex process of securitization — pooling individual
loans so as to convert them into liquid MBS — is beyond the scope of this paper, Hancock and
Passmore (2011) show that the Fed’s purchase of MBS during QE1 significantly lowered MBS
yields and mortgage loan rates altogether.
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In any period  entrepreneurs start with an amount −1 of capital inherited
from the preceding period. They then combine capital and labor from patient ()
and impatient () workers — adjusting the capital utilization rate  — to produce
a quantity  of intermediate goods according to the production function
 = (−1)()(1−)()(1−)(1−) (14)
with 0     1 where  is a total factor productivity level.
At the end of period , entrepreneurs sell their output to retailers at the com-
petitive market price  (relatively to output price) and buy a quantity  of new
units of capital from capital producers at unit price  . The capital stock evolves
according to
 =  + [1− ()]−1 (15)
Entrepreneurs must finance part of their capital acquisition by obtaining funds
from intermediaries. To do so, they issue one-period bonds in order to borrow an
amount  just suﬃcient to cover their funding needs. Denoting by  the nominal
gross interest rate on these bonds, entrepreneurs are subject to the following flow-
of-funds constraint:
 +  =  +   +   +   +  + 
−1−1
  (16)
where   are lump-sum taxes raised by the government. In addition, due to a costly
enforcement problem, the loan amount entrepreneurs can obtain (or, equivalently,
the amount of funds they can obtain by issuing corporate bonds)10 is limited by the
following credit constraint:
 ≤  [1− (+1)] +1+1 (17)
where 0    1 is the LTV ratio for entrepreneurs. The borrowing constraint
(17) implies that the expected value of the capital stock, used as collateral to secure
loans, must be enough to ensure repayment of debt and interests.
Entrepreneurs thus solve (13) subject to (14)—(17). Denoting by  the Lag-
10As with mortgage loans, we assume that to each loan amount  is associated a quantity 
of corporate bonds, backed by entrepreneurs’ capital stock, whose unit price is equal to the price
of a unit of capital (so that  = )
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range multiplier on the budget constraint (16), we obtain the following first-order
conditions:
 = 1 − −1 − 

µ
1
+1 − 
¶
 (18)
 = 
½
Λ+1
µ
+1+1 + 
+1(1− (+1)
¶¾
+
µ
1− 
½Λ+1
+1
¾¶ 
 
(19)
  = (1− )  (20)
  = (1− )(1− )  (21)
 = 
0
()−1 (22)
where Λ+1 = +1 .
It can also be verified that the condition     1 is suﬃcient to ensure that
inequality (17) binds at optimum.
2.4 Banking sector
There is a continuum of competitive banks of measure unity, indexed by  ∈ (0 1)
each of which is managed by a banker. Each bank  is composed of one corporate
and one mortgage loan branch which specialize in corporate and mortgage lend-
ing, respectively, and finance themselves by collecting deposits from savers. While
bankers aim to maximize the expected discounted flows of dividends distributed to
savers, each loan branch is managed by a manager whose aim is to maximize the
terminal wealth of its own branch. Credit markets are thus segmented, in the sense
that entrepreneurs and borrowers can only borrow from their respective loan branch,
justifying that interest rates on loans (and credit spreads) may be diﬀerent between
branches. Yet, the degree of credit market segmentation also depends on the extent
to which capital inflows are possible between branches, i.e. on the extent to which
the banker can reallocate funds between its respective branches facing changes in the
economic environment. If equity capital reallocation between branches is possible,
we will speak of "partially segmented" credit markets. If equity capital realloca-
tion is impossible, we will speak of "totally segmented" credit markets. Considering
these two polar cases is important since, as argued by Woodford (2012), the degree
of market segmentation is likely to influence significantly the eﬀects of LSAPs. Our
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model will thus allow to make quantitative predictions on the eﬀects of LSAPs in
these two extreme cases.
Loan branches. Let  ∈ { } be an index representing corporate and mortgage
loan branches respectively. At period , the loan-branch manager  of bank  has a
net worth  accumulated from the past. He then collects deposits  from savers
and provides one-period loans . The balance sheet of the branch is:
 =  +  (23)
Let  (which could be positive or negative) denote net-worth transfer between
loan branches. A positive (negative)  represents an amount of equity capital that
the corporate loan branch receives from (transfers to) the mortgage branch, implying
that  = −. Thus, the net worth  is the sum of retained earnings that a loan
branch accumulates from intermediating credits, , and net worth transfers :
 =  +  (24)
At + 1, each loan branch receives the stochastic return  on loans granted at
 and pays to savers the non-contingent nominal gross interest rate  on deposits.
The loan-branch net worth (prior to net worth transfers) is thus, in real terms :
+1 = 

+1 
 − +1

=
 −
+1 
 +

+1
 (25)
Accordingly, the end—of-period net worth of each loan branch is:
+1 = 
 −
+1 
 +

+1
 + +1 (26)
Agency problems in credit intermediation. Following Gertler and Kiyotaki
(2010) and Gertler and Karadi (2011), we assume that the relationship between
bankers and branch managers is subject to a moral hazard/costly enforcement prob-
lem owing to the fact that, at the beginning of any period , managers can choose
to divert a (possibly stochastic) fraction  of the assets they have under their man-
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agement and transfer the collected funds  to the household of which they are
a member.11 If this occurs, bankers can force the loan branch into bankruptcy and
recover the remaining fraction of assets.
As seen below, this agency problem generates in each period a positive gap
between the interest rate on loans  and the interest rate on deposit  implying
that loan branches make profits on each dollar of loan intermediated. To ensure that
the net worth of loan branches does not grow to infinity, it is assumed that at the
end of any period , a constant fraction  of branches close for an exogenous reason
and their net worth is transferred back to savers in the form of dividends. Denoting
by   the expected terminal wealth of branch  in bank  we have:
  = max
X
=0
()+1(1− )()Λ+1++1+
The prevention of misbehavior from branch managers requires that the following
incentive constraint must hold:
  ≥  (27)
Using (25) and after a few manipulations,   can be expressed as follows:
  =  ·  +  · 
with
 = 
½
Λ+1(1− )
µ −
+1
¶
+ Λ+1+1+1
¾

 = 
©
(1− ) + Λ+1+1+1
ª 
where +1 ≡ +1 and +1 ≡ +1 are, respectively, the gross growth rate of
asset holdings and the gross growth rate of net worth between  and  + 1 in each
loan branch.12 The variable  represents the expected discounted marginal gain for
loan branches from an additional unit of assets  holding  constant. Likewise,
11Thus,  is a natural measure of the "degree of confidence" that savers have in the banking
system, and we will interpret the recent crisis and the severe disruption in financial intermediation
following the collapse of Lehman Brothers as a large brutal shock to this parameter.
12As explained below, the ratio +1 of transfers relatively to net worth can be assumed to
be the same for any bank , implying that  and  do not depend on bank-specific factors.
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 is the expected discounted marginal gain from adding a unit of equity capital 
holding  constant.
Clearly, the incentive constraint (27) places a restriction on the amount of loans
 a branch can distribute relatively to its net worth. This limit to arbitrage
possibilities creates a wedge  −   0 between the policy rate and the interest
rates on loans. Indeed, when constraint (27) binds, which occurs when 0    
we obtain:
 = 

 − 

=  (28)
where  ≡ ( − ), is an endogenously determined leverage ratio for loan
branches. As (28) shows, the branch ability to expand loans is constrained by its
net worth, as any loan amount greater than  =  would imply that the net
gain from defaulting was larger than the cost, thus violating the incentive constraint.
Using (26), we can also express +1 and +1 as
+1 = 
+1
 
+1
+1 = 1 + 
+1
+1
£
( −) +
¤ 
where  = ( − ) is the ratio of transfer relative to net worth.
As emphasized earlier, we will consider two assumptions regarding equity capital
transfers. When credit markets are "totally segmented", we assume  = 0 for any
 and  By contrast, when credit markets are "partially segmented", equity capital
transfers are possible and are optimally determined by bankers. We now turn to
this optimal capital transfer decision.
Banker’s equity capital transfer (partial segmentation case). Bankers aim
to maximize the total expected discounted flow of dividends distributed to sharehold-
ers. In the appendix accompanying this paper, we show that as long as (−) 
 ( −) it is optimal for bankers to transfer equity capital from their mortgage
loan branch to their corporate loan branch. Yet, at the aggregate level, these capital
inflows generate an increase in the supply of corporate loans and a decrease in the
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supply of mortgage loans, leading in turn to a decrease in  and an increase in  .13
Thus, equity capital transfers occur until the following non-arbitrage condition
( −) =  ( −) (29)
is satisfied at any period in time. Since this condition only depends on the aggregate
amount of equity capital transfer and not on individual amounts, we assume that
each bank  makes the same transfer amount in proportion to its net worth, so that
the ratio +1 does not depend on  conformably with our above analysis.
Condition (29) underlines how the “portfolio rebalance channel” is at work in
this economy. When capital inflows are possible between branches, bankers make
continuous arbitrage between profit opportunities oﬀered by the two loans branches.
For bankers, each dollar invested in loan branch  allows it to increase loans by 
dollars, and to receive ( − ) dollars of excess return. The condition then
simply states that, at the optimum, equity capital transfers between branches are
made until there is an equality between marginal returns in the two branches. As
analyzed below, this mechanism implies that LSAPs targeting a particular loan
market should spread out to the other credit market until condition (29) is satisfied.
Banking sector aggregation. Let  be the aggregate loan amount granted by
loan branches  and   be their total equity capital. Given that the leverage ratio
 does not depend on bank-specific factors, summing (28) across individual loan
branches yields:
 =    (30)
As mentioned above, a constant fraction  of branches close at the end of any
period  To keep the total number of loan branches fixed in each loan sector we also
assume that, for each exiting branch, a new branch is established and receives from
savers a start-up funds equal to a fraction  of loans intermediated in the preceding
period as initial net worth. Summing (26) and (28) across banks, we obtain the
equation describing how the aggregate net worth  in loan branch  ∈ { } evolves
through time:
  =  −1
∙
−1
µ−1 −−1

¶
+
−1

¸
+ −1 +Θ (31)
13Of course, the argument goes in reverse way if ( −)   ( −)
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where −1 are total start-up funds received by new loan branches and Θ is the
aggregate level of equity capital transfers between loan branches decided by bankers.
2.5 Non-borrowing firms
Besides entrepreneurs who need to raise funds on financial markets, the economy
features three types of non-borrowing firms: capital producing firms, final good
producing firms, and retailers. For simplicity, we assume that all firms are held by
patient workers, who are the recipients of any profit.
Capital producing firms. In any period , capital producing firms build new
capital using the final good as input and sell it to entrepreneurs at the relative
price  per unit. Denoting by  the amount of capital created at  we assume
that investment is subject to adjustment costs materialized by a quadratic function
 (−1) satisfying  (1) =  0 (1) = 0 and  00 (1)  0. The problem of capital
producers is thus to maximize profits:
max
∞X
=
()−Λ
½
 −
∙
1− 
µ 
−1
¶¸¾
 
Solving this problem delivers as first-order condition a dynamic equation for the real
price of capital
 = 1 + 
µ 
−1
¶
+  0
µ 
−1
¶ 
−1 − 
Λ+1 0
µ+1

¶µ+1

¶2
 (32)
which is the usual Tobin’s  implying that the price of capital is related to the
adjustment cost of investment.
Final good producing firms. There is a perfectly competitive final good market.
Final output  is produced through a CES composite made of a continuum of mass
unity of retail goods, indexed by  ∈ (0 1):
 =
µZ 1
0
 (−1) 
¶(−1)

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where  is the output of retailer  and   1 is the elasticity of substitution
between retail goods. Profit maximization by final good producers leads to the
standard demand function:
 =
µ

¶−
 (33)
where  the aggregate price index, is defined by:
 =
∙Z 1
0
 1−
¸ 1
1−  (34)
Retail firms. Retailers simply repackage intermediate goods. In period , they
buy intermediate goods from entrepreneurs at the relative price  (determined in
a perfectly competitive market), repackage it and sells the obtained retail good at
price  to final good producers (so that one unit of intermediate good produces
one unit of retail output). Following Calvo (1983), we assume that in each period ,
the probability of a retail firm being able to reset its price is 1−. During periods for
which they are unable to reset prices, they simply index them to the lagged inflation
rate using an indexation coeﬃcient  ∈ (0 1). The retailers’ pricing problem is
then to choose the optimal reset price  ∗ to solve
max
∞X
=0
() Λ+
"
 ∗
+
Y
=1
(+−1) − +
#
+
subject to (33). The first-order condition is:

∞X
=0
()Λ+
"
 ∗
+
Y
=1
(+−1) − +
#
= 0
where  = (− 1)  1 is the steady-state markup factor.
Given (34) and the probability  of having the price unchanged, we can deduce
by the law of large numbers the evolution of the aggregate price level:
 = £(1− )( ∗ )1− + (Π−1−1)1−¤ 11−  (35)
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2.6 Government and central bank policy
Conventional monetary policy. The central bank sets its policy rate  accord-
ing to the following Taylor rule:
log = (1− ) [log+  log () +  log ( )] +  log−1 +   (36)
where ,  and  are the steady state values of the short-term interest rate, inflation
rate, and output level, respectively,  is the parameter capturing the degree of
interest rate smoothing, the coeﬃcients  and  are the relative weights assigned to
the inflation rate and the output gap, respectively, and  is an exogenous monetary
policy shock.
LSAPs To reduce excess returns on assets and to put downward pressures on loan
interest rates, the central bank can decide to purchase corporate bonds or MBS at
existing market conditions. In contrast with private financial institutions, central
bank intermediation does not suﬀer from agency problems. However, the central
bank does not have as much expertise as private banks in monitoring loans, so that
central bank intermediation is subject to an eﬃciency cost assumed to be equal to
 percent of units of loans intermediated. The fact that the central bank is less
eﬃcient than the private sector in providing credit intermediation services implies
that it cannot entirely substitute private banks in this activity. LSAPs can thus only
improve financial conditions when private credit markets are severely disrupted and
the excess returns are large.14
The central bank funds its securities purchases by issuing short term (one period)
debt  at the gross nominal interest rate . The raised funds allow it to purchase
a total value  of corporate bonds and  of MBS in the hands of private banks,
and it is assumed that any profits or losses made by the central bank through LSAPs,
Φ = (−1−−1− )−1+ (−1−−1− )−1 are transferred to the Treasury.
Let ,  ∈ { }, be the total value of corporate and mortgage loans, respectively.
We have
 =  +   (37)
14For example,  can be calibrated so as to imply that no central bank intervention is desirable
at the steady-state. In this case, the "Bills only" doctrine applies in normal times, and LSAPs
are only justified to the extent that unusually large shocks generate an abrupt increase in credit
spreads. See Curdia and Woodford (2010) for more discussion on this point.
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The central bank decides on the amount of public credit intermediation 
it undertakes in any period  We assume that  follows a first-order stochastic
process :
log =  log−1 + (1− ) log +Υ (38)
where the autoregressive coeﬃcient  is between 0 and 1 Υ  0 is a scale parameter,
and  is an exogenous shock described below.
Fiscal policy. Government expenditures  are exogenously fixed and are financed
by fiscal revenues (lump-sum taxes raised on consumers) and by income transfers
related to the central bank holdings of private securities. We also assume that the
government runs a balanced budget, implying that
 =   +   +   + Φ
Thus, profits or losses made by the central bank are compensated by equivalent
variations in taxes raised on consumers so as to keep the budget balanced.
2.7 Market clearing conditions
In equilibrium, final output is equal to the sum of aggregate consumption  =
 +  +  , investment , government expenditures , and the cost associated
with the production of new capital (−1). The market clearing condition in
the final goods market is:
 =  +  +  +
∙
1 + 
µ 
−1
¶¸
 + (39)
The housing market equilibrium, assuming a fixed housing stock normalized to
unity, is:
 +  = 1 (40)
The corporate and mortgage loan market equilibrium conditions are respectively
 [1− (+1)] +1+1
 = 
  (41)
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+1+1
 = 
  (42)
Finally, real wages  and  adjust to ensure the equality between supply and
demand on each type of labor market.
3 Model analysis
We now turn to the quantitative analysis of the model. After describing our calib-
ration procedure, we show that our model can reproduce reasonably well the char-
acteristic features of the US economy following the trigger of the crisis, materialized
here as a sudden increase in agency problems in financial markets. We then analyze
the transmission channels involved in the purchases of corporate bonds and MBS,
and compare their relative eﬃcacy in easing credit conditions and in stimulating the
real economy.
3.1 Calibration
To facilitate comparisons, most parameter values are set as in Gertler and Karadi
(2011). The discount factor of savers is set to  = 099, implying an annual steady
state real interest rate of 4%. The inverse of the Frisch labor supply elasticity is set
to  = 0276. The habit parameter  is set to  = 0815 The share of capital in the
production function is set to  = 033, the steady state value of the utilization rate
to  = 1 and the steady-state depreciation rate to  = 00025. The elasticity of
the marginal depreciation rate of capital with respect to the utilization rate is set to
 = 72 For the inverse elasticity of net investment to the price of capital, we find
that setting  = 05 (a value somewhat smaller than the value of 1.72 considered
by Gertler and Karadi, 2011) enables to obtain a larger decline in investment and
output during the crisis without altering the other predictions of the model. The
probability of keeping prices fixed is  = 0779 and the indexation parameter is
 = 0241 The steady-state inflation factor is set to unity. The monetary policy
rule parameters are calibrated as follows: the coeﬃcient on inflation is  = 15,
the coeﬃcient on the output gap is  = 0125, and the interest rate smoothing
parameter is  = 08. The steady-state ratio of government spending to GDP
is set to 20%. The survival probability of banks,  = 0972 implies an expected
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horizon of eight years for loan branches.
Concerning the parameters specific to our model, we set the discount factor of
borrowers and entrepreneurs to  =  = 0975. We set the technology parameter
 to  = 064, implying a borrowers’ income share in total wage income of around
36 percent, which is in line with evidence in Campbell and Mankiw (1989). The
curvature parameter on housing in the utility function,  influences the response of
the housing price and relative housing stocks to changes in the economic environ-
ment. We find that setting  = 3 allows to imply a declining housing price after a
negative shock aﬀecting the financial system, while still generating substantial real-
location of housing units between savers and borrowers. We calibrate the LTV ratio
for impatient workers at  = 055 as estimated by Iacoviello (2005). The value of
the LTV ratio for entrepreneurs, , and the weights on housing in the households’
utility function,  and  are set so that the steady state corporate debt to output
ratio  equals to 0.72, the steady state mortgage debt to output ratio 
equals to 0.73 and the fraction of housing stock held by savers at the steady states
is  = 13. The values of  and  are calibrated to match the ratio of
total debt owed by the domestic nonfinancial corporate and non-corporate business
sector to GDP and the ratio of outstanding mortgage debt to GDP in the U.S.,
respectively, at the onset of the crisis (first two quarters of 2007), as reported by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. For the savers’ housing stock,
we use data from the 2007 American Housing Survey which indicates that among
the 75.6 millions of total occupied units, 24,9 millions were clear of mortgages (see
Table 3.15 p. 162).
Concerning the banking sector, our strategy is to calibrate the spread between
the interest rate on corporate loans and the policy rate, − the spread between
the interest rate on mortgage loans and the policy rate, − the leverage ratio in
the corporate loan sector  and the size of transfers from the corporate loan to the
mortgage loan branches Θ  and let the values for , ,  and  be determ-
ined endogenously.15 The spread − is set to 169 basis points (annualized) at the
steady-state, based on the pre-crisis level of excess return on Moody’s Seasoned Baa
corporate bond yield over the 10-year Treasury constant maturity rate (averaged
over 2006). The spread − is set to 127 basis points (annualized), based on the
15Details on how these relationship are derived at the steady-state are given in the accompanying
appendix.
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pre-crisis spreads between the 15-year fixed rate mortgage average and the 10-year
Treasury constant maturity rate (averaged over 2006). We calibrate the leverage
ratio for corporate lending to  = 4 and the steady-state net worth transfers to
Θ  = 0001.16 The implied steady state leverage ratio of mortgage credit inter-
mediation  is around 526, reflecting the fact that large and complex commercial
and investment banks which intensively invested in mortgage related securities were
thinly capitalized and did not have a suﬃcient cushion to absorb the losses as they
were hit by the subprime crisis.
3.2 Simulating the financial crisis: the moral hazard shock
As emphasized earlier, we interpret the financial crisis as stemming out from a major
loss of confidence in the financial system, due to an exacerbation of agency problems
in credit intermediation activities. Since, in our model, the degree of financial market
imperfections is materialized by the fraction  of assets that loan branch managers
can divert in any period  we introduce a shock to this parameter. Specifically, we
assume that  is a first-order autoregressive process with autoregressive coeﬃcient
0.8. We favor this negative "confidence shock" aﬀecting financial markets to a more
traditional "capital quality" shock considered in Gertler and Karadi (2011, 2013)
for pragmatic reasons, as in our model this shock does qualitatively a better job at
accounting for the main features of the current crisis than the capital quality shock
does.
Figure 1 displays the impulse response functions of the model following a positive
5% shock to  in both the corporate and mortgage loan sectors, assuming at this
stage that there is no central bank intervention on credit markets. In the figure,
solid lines are used to depict the responses in an economy with partially segmented
credit markets, while dashed lines are used for an economy with total credit market
segmentation.
In both economies, the exacerbation of agency problem in financial intermedi-
ation generates an instantaneous increase in borrowing rates,  and  (with a
larger increase in corporate loan rates) and induces loan branches to deleverage (see
Panel A — Financial and credit market-related variables). This induces a significant
decrease in the amounts of loans  and  granted to entrepreneurs and borrowing
16Quantitatively, our results are not sensitive to the assumed value for Θ
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consumers. With loans becoming scarce and more expensive, the demand for capital
and the demand for housing from impatient borrowers decrease. As a result, asset
prices drop: in the partially segmented economy, the capital price  collapses by
-7%, and the housing price  decreases by -0.3%. In the totally segmented economy,
the corresponding declines are -7.7% and -0.3%, respectively.
The fact that the capital price declines less in an economy with partial credit
market segmentation underlines the role of equity capital inflows in the propagation
of the crisis. When credit market are partially segmented, Figure 1 (Panel A) shows
that, in order to compensate from the disproportional increase in the corporate loan
rate compared to the mortgage loan rate, bankers choose to reallocate equity capital
by transferring funds from the mortgage loan branch to the corporate loan branch.
At the aggregate level, these transfers occur until the "leverage adjusted excess
returns", ( − ), are the same in each branch  ∈ ( ). Thus, compared to
an economy in which credit markets are totally segmented, equity capital transfers
tend to mitigate the reduction in loans granted to entrepreneurs.
Figure 1 (Panel B — Real economy variables) shows how the "real side" of the
economy is in turn aﬀected by the disruption in financial markets. The decline in
corporate loans generates a collapse in aggregate investment, which drops by -10% in
the partial segmentation case, and by -12% in the economy with total segmentation.
As capital accumulation slows down, the marginal productivity of labor also falls
for several quarters, and so do real wages. Labor supply decreases as a result of
this decline in real wages, and aggregate consumption decreases as a joint result of
the lower wage income and of the negative impact on households’ wealth implied by
sharply falling asset prices. With low investment and low consumption, aggregate
demand falls, generating a decrease in output and a decrease in the price level.
Facing a simultaneous contraction in output and in the inflation rate, the central
bank reacts by cutting its policy rate 17 Yet, as Figure 1 (Panel B) reveals, this
reduction in the policy rate is not suﬃcient to counteract the negative eﬀects of dis-
tressed financial markets conditions on long-term interest rates. With a decreasing
17For technical reasons — in particular, to avoid handling the computational diﬃculties associated
with solving a large scale DSGE model with occasionally binding constraints — the size of the
confidence shock has been limited so as to avoid that the central banks policy rate hits the zero
lower bound. Papers in the literature that have explicitly handled this constraint (e.g. Del Negro
et al. (2011), Chen et al. (2012) and Gertler and Karadi (2011, 2013)) have typically found that
the eﬀects of large shocks on financial markets are qualitatively the same, but are substantially
amplified when the ZLB constraint is hit.
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 and strongly increasing  and   credit spreads jump by a significant amount.
In accordance with the data, the credit spread increase in the corporate loan sector
is larger than the one in the mortgage loan sector: in the economy with partial
credit market segmentation,  −  increases by 720 basis points, and  − 
increases by 550 bps. In the economy with total credit market segmentation, the
corresponding increases are 680 bps and 440 bps, respectively.
Overall, although the model is too simple to match quantitatively all observed
features following the crisis, we find that the inclusion of a mortgage sector and of
segmented corporate and mortgage credit markets allows to account for a broader
set of empirical facts associated with the burst of the financial crisis (declining hous-
ing prices, housing reallocation between savers and borrowers, diﬀerentiated credit
spread evolutions on credit markets, etc.), without altering the accurate predictions
of the Gertler and Karadi (2011) model on the behavior of other variables. Thus,
we believe that the model is a useful benchmark to analyze the diﬀerentiated eﬀects
of LSAPs targeting diﬀerent assets (MBS versus corporate loans).
3.3 Large scale asset purchases with partial credit market
segmentation
We now analyze the eﬀects of LSAPs in the crisis experiment undertaken above,
assuming for the moment that credit markets are partially segmented. To do so,
we assume that in response to the large confidence shock on the financial system,
the central bank directly purchases private securities at current market conditions.
As explained in Gertler and Karadi (2011), LSAPs can thus be viewed as central
bank intermediation, with the diﬀerence that this intermediation is not subject to
agency problems.18 To facilitate comparisons, we distinguish between two kinds of
LSAPs: the first one consists in purchasing corporate bonds only, and the second
one consists in purchasing mortgage securities (MBS) only. In each case, we assume
that the amount of credit intermediation  provided by the central bank follows
the same first-order autoregressive process (38) with autoregressive factor  = 9
where  is the 5% confidence shock introduced above. The scale parameter Υ is
set so that the total amount of assets purchased by the central bank represents 2%
18This transmission channel of LSAPs, where central bank purchases of securities help to mitigate
credit market imperfections, is sometimes referred to as the "credit easing" channel of LSAPs.
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of steady-state GDP at impact.19 Results from these experiments are displayed in
Figure 2 (Panels A and B).
Consider first the responses of the economy following LSAPs of corporate bonds
only (long dashed line). As in Gertler and Karadi (2011, 2013), the central bank
intervention allows to mitigate the increase in the corporate loan rate and excess
return. As a result, the total loan amount distributed to firms decreases less com-
pared to baseline (and so do the price of capital), which tends to attenuate the
contractionary eﬀects of the crisis on investment and on entrepreneurs’ consump-
tion (and, ultimately, on aggregate output). Yet, the additional interesting feature
of our model is that it enables to analyze how such policy aﬀects credit markets other
than those targeted by the program (in particular, the mortgage loan market) and,
more generally, to analyze how such policy influences macroeconomic variables less
directly related to firms’ environment. As Figure 2 shows, when credit markets are
partially segmented, large scale purchases of corporate bonds also generate a signific-
ant decrease in the mortgage loan rate, and thus attenuate the fall in mortgage loans
granted to borrowing households. This contributes to stabilize the housing market,
with housing prices and borrowers’ housing stock (and consumption) decreasing less
compared to baseline.
The reasons for these favorable eﬀects of LSAPs — going beyond the mere sta-
bilization of the corporate loan market — are obviously to be found in the portfolio
balance channel emphasized by Bernanke (2012) and the preferred-habitat literature
(see Andrés et al. (2004) and Vayanos and Vila (2009) for modern formulations of
this theory). Others things equal, large scale purchases of corporate bonds reduce
the aggregate supply to the private sector of such bonds. This tends to increase
their price and to decrease their return compared to mortgage-related securities.
Yet, when equity capital transfers between loan branches are possible, bankers ar-
bitrage away this diﬀerence in marginal returns by transferring equity capital from
the corporate to the mortgage loan branch until the "leverage-adjusted" excess re-
turns are the same in both sectors (see equation (29)). This explains why LSAPs
of corporate bonds spread out to other credit markets and have a broader economic
eﬀect than a mere easing of credit market conditions for entrepreneurs.
Consider now the responses of the economy following a LSAP program involving
19Our policy simulation is only meant to be suggestive, as we do not attempt to perfectly
reproduce the timing of shocks and policy interventions involved in the recent crisis.
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MBS purchases by an equivalent amount (dotted lines). As Figure 2 shows, this al-
ternative policy has, qualitatively, very similar eﬀects on aggregate variables. This
results again from the portfolio balance channel, which generates pass-through ef-
fects from one credit market to another. Yet, Figure 2 also shows that these eﬀects
are quantitatively slightly weaker than those obtained from an equivalent size pur-
chases of corporate bonds. The reason for this diﬀerence is that mortgage loan
branches are, on average, more leveraged than corporate loan branches (i.e., corpor-
ate loan branches are submitted to a greater moral hazard problem than mortgage
loan branches at the steady state). Thus, compared to a situation without inter-
vention, the central bank purchases of MBS relax banks’ balance sheet constraint
proportionately less than equivalent purchases of corporate bonds. This eﬀect is
similar to the one obtained by Gertler and Karadi (2013) when comparing the relat-
ive eﬃcacy of LSAPs targeting private securities versus Treasury bonds. However,
our results show that to the extent that frictions in the mortgage and the corporate
loan markets are not too diﬀerent from each other (as reflected by the small diﬀer-
ence in steady-state credit spreads in each sector), this quantitative diﬀerence should
remain small. The implication of such finding is straightforward: to the extent that
excess returns on two classes of similar-maturity assets are roughly the same and
that portfolio adjustments by investors can be done at small cost, it doesn’t matter
much which asset the central bank purchases since the portfolio balance channel
implies that both policies will have quantitatively similar eﬀects on credit markets.
The corollary of this proposition of course also holds: if two similar-maturity assets
have large diﬀerential returns (reflecting significantly diﬀerent degrees of financial
frictions), the eﬃcacy of LSAPs is greater if the central bank purchases the asset
with the largest return.20
3.4 Large scale asset purchases with totally segmented credit
markets
The extent to which the portfolio balance channel has been at work in recent experi-
ences of unconventional monetary policies is the subject of considerable debate in the
recent literature. Empirical studies usually tend to confirm that LSAPs of particu-
20Thus, in Gertler and Karadi (2013), LSAPs of corporate bonds are about twice as eﬀective as
equivalent-size purchases of long-term government bonds because the excess return on the former
are about twice as large as the excess return on the latter.
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lar assets (whether MBS or long-term Treasury bonds) helped to ease other credit
market conditions by reducing yields on other assets (see in particular Gagnon et
al. (2011), Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011), Swanson (2011), D’amico
and King (2012), Hamilton and Wu (2012) and Li and Wei (2013)).21 Yet, Wood-
ford (2012) stresses that the period over which LSAP1 took place (December 2008 -
March 2010) was a period of significant disruption of the markets involved in mort-
gage securitization, leading to a much stronger degree of credit market segmentation
than usual. According to Woodford (2012), credit market segmentation is a credible
reason for why targeted central bank purchases of a particular asset (here, MBS)
should aﬀect its yield and price. Yet, it also reduces the extent to which such ef-
fects are expected to be passed on to other credit markets. In other words, LSAPs
are expected to have much more "local" eﬀects when the functioning of financial
markets is so disrupted that credit market segmentation is strong.22
To explore the implications of this line of arguments within our model, we now
analyze the eﬀects of the two types of LSAPs considered above within an environ-
ment in which equity capital transfers between loan branches are no longer possible
(which can be seen as an extreme form of credit market segmentation). Results
from these experiments are displayed in Figure 3. Again, dashed lines are used for
a LSAP program involving corporate bonds, and dotted lines are used for LSAPs
targeting MBS.
Overall, the results clearly confirm Woodford’s assertions. As shown in Figure 3,
central bank purchases of corporate bonds reduce the borrowing rate of entrepren-
eurs by a much larger extent than in the former case of partial market segmentation.
Yet, they also leave the mortgage loan rate almost unaﬀected. The opposite result
of course holds when considering large scale purchases of MBS: they lower the mort-
gage loan rate by a greater amount than in the partial segmentation case, but have
no visible eﬀect on the yield on corporate bonds. Thus, diﬀerent LSAP programs
clearly have much more "local" eﬀects when credit markets are totally segmented.
This set of theoretical results is well supported by empirical evidence in Gagnon
21See also Joyce et al. (2011) for an analysis in the UK. A thorough analysis of the eﬀects
of LSAP1 on MBS yields and mortgage rates is also provided by Hancock and Passmore (2011),
although these authors do not consider the pass-through eﬀects of MBS purchases to other credit
markets.
22Del Negro et al. (2011) also interpret the 2008-2009 financial crisis as a major freezing of
secondary markets for private securities, materialized as a decrease in the "resaleability" of these
assets.
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et al. (2011) and Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011), who find that the
impact of LSAP programs on MBS rates is large when such programs involve MBS
purchases, but not when they involve other asset purchases (in particular, Treasury
bonds).23
The model then also makes predictions concerning the macroeconomic eﬀects of
LASPs that are not often discussed in the academic literature (whether theoretical
or empirical). Figure 3 shows that while central bank purchases of corporate bonds
significantly moderate the negative eﬀects of the financial crisis on economic activity
as a whole (as measured, e.g., by aggregate output and employment), equivalent-
size purchases of MBS have very little eﬀects on macroeconomic variables other
than those related to the housing market. For example, in the model, the decline in
output following the large negative confidence shock is -1.66 percent when there is
no central bank intervention, -0.82 percent in the case of central bank purchases of
corporate bonds, and -1.61 percent in the case of central bank purchases of MBS.
Clearly, under this extreme form of credit market segmentation, large scale purchases
of MBS do very little to attenuate the recession. Again, this sharply contrasts with
the case of partial credit market segmentation in which both types of programs were
quite eﬀective to attenuate the macroeconomic eﬀects of the crisis.
How can such diﬀerential eﬀects be explained? When credit markets are strongly
segmented, central bank purchases of corporate bonds stimulate loans to entrepren-
eurs, granted to finance investment in physical capital. As a result, aggregate invest-
ment decreases considerably less compared to the economy without intervention. Be-
cause nonresidential investment is a significant component of GDP (10.7% in the US
economy), this policy stimulates aggregate demand and mitigates the crisis eﬀects
on aggregate output and employment. By contrast, if the central bank purchases
MBS, the reduction in mortgage loan rates attenuates the fall in mortgage loans to
23Both Gagnon et al. (2011) and Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) find stronger
eﬀects of LSAP1 on MBS rates than on Baa corporate bond yields. Note that our model predicts
that corporate bond yields decrease more than mortgage rates following central bank purchases of
MBS when credit market segmentation is partial, while it predicts the opposite when credit market
segmentation is total (in this latter case, the corporate loan rate is virtually unaﬀected while the
mortgage loan rate strongly decreases). Combining these two sources of evidence suggests that
credit market segmentation was indeed strong during the period over which LSAP1 took place,
even though not as strong as to imply, as in the extreme case of our model, the absence of any
pass-through eﬀect on other credit rates. An alternative explanation for the decline in corporate
bond yields is that LSAPs also influenced the economy through a signalling channel, changing
agents’ expectations about the future path of the policy rate (Eggertson and Woodford (2003)).
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impatient workers, thereby contributing to stabilizing the housing market. However,
since the aggregate stock of houses is fixed in our model, this has no significant eﬀect
on employment and output (the policy mostly mitigates the redistributive eﬀects of
the crisis on housing holdings between patient and impatient workers).24 Although
the assumption of a fixed housing stock was made for simplicity and does not ex-
actly match the situation of the US economy, residential investment is actually a
very small fraction of GDP in the US (2.5%). Explicitly incorporating a construction
sector in the model is thus unlikely to change significantly this conclusion.
4 Concluding remarks
We have introduced a housing sector and diﬀerentiated mortgage and corporate
loan markets into a New-Keynesian model with financial frictions à la Gertler and
Kiyotaki (2010) and Gertler and Karadi (2011). This framework enabled us to
analyze and compare the eﬀect of LSAP programs involving corporate bond or MBS
purchases.
Our results show that LSAP eﬀects depend crucially on the degree of credit mar-
ket segmentation, as materialized by the possibility to make equity capital transfers
between loan branches in the face of diﬀering marginal returns. When credit mar-
kets are partially segmented, central bank purchases of a particular asset reduce
the borrowing rate and expand loans on the corresponding credit market, but the
portfolio balance channel implies that this eﬀect spreads out to the other credit
markets. In this case, the eﬀectiveness of LSAP programs is the strongest when the
central bank targets the credit market with the largest degree of financial frictions
at the steady-state (i.e., the corporate loan market in our model). Nonetheless, to
the extent that excess returns do not diﬀer too much between the two sectors at the
steady state, the quantitative diﬀerences in terms of policy responses between the
two purchase programs are small. A corollary of this proposition, from a theoret-
ical perspective, is that formal models which analyze LSAP eﬀects by abstracting
from modeling the housing market and assuming that the central bank purchases
corporate bonds instead of MBS can still describe quite accurately the economy’s
24Note however that this redistributive eﬀect is not completely neutral, as it generates an aggreg-
ate "housing wealth eﬀect" owing to the fact that impatient households have a larger propensity
to consume wealth than patient households. Our simulation results show that this wealth eﬀect is
quantitatively small.
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response to LSAPs if financial markets work normally (so that the portfolio balance
channel is at work) and the degrees of markets frictions in the two credit markets
are roughly the same.
When credit market are totally segmented, however, results are significantly dif-
ferent. In this case, LSAPs have much more local eﬀects: central bank purchases of
corporate bonds help to stabilize the corporate loan market (decreasing firms’ bor-
rowing rate and increasing loans to entrepreneurs) but do little on the mortgage loan
market, and vice versa. Thus, which type of asset the central bank purchases now
matters a lot, and the choice crucially depends on which credit market the central
bank aims to stabilize (as well as which overall eﬀect it expects from implementing
its purchase policy). For example, stabilizing the housing market may have been
desirable during the 2007-2009 financial crisis when the burst of the housing bubble
was generating a significant increase in adjustable mortgage rates, which was forcing
many borrowing households into foreclosure. Our model shows that central bank
purchases of MBS indeed attenuates the sharp redistribution of housing units from
impatient to patient workers. At the same time, it suggests that such policy should
not be expected to have very strong eﬀects on aggregate output and employment,
if credit market segmentation is strong, since residential investment accounts for
only a small share of GDP in the US economy. If the aim of LSAPs is to sustain
economic activity as a whole, economic policies aiming more directly at expanding
loans to businesses should rather be implemented. In this respect, it is interesting
to observe that the Bank of England, through its recently implemented Funding for
Lending Scheme (FLS), and the ECB in its recent discussions — two economic areas
for which credit market segmentation remains strong due to sovereign debt con-
cerns — are seeking more direct ways to stimulate loans to Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises than current LSAP programs do.
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Panel A – Financial and credit market related variables 
 
Panel B – “Real economy” variables 
Figure 1: Impulse responses to a 5% moral hazard shock 
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Panel A – Financial and credit market related variables 
 
Panel B – “Real economy” variables 
Figure 2:  LSAPs – partial credit market segmentation 
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Panel A – Financial and credit market related variables 
 
Panel B – “Real economy” variables 
Figure 3:  LSAPs – total credit market segmentation 
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